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Meg-John Barkeris the author of a number of popular books on sex, gender, and
relationships, including Queer: A Graphic History, How To Understand Your Gender,
Enjoy Sex (How, When, and IF You Want To), Rewriting the Rules, The Psychology of
Sex, and The Secrets of Enduring Love. They have also written a number of books
for scholars and counsellors on these topics, drawing on their own research and
therapeutic practice. Websites: rewriting-the-rules.com, megjohnandjustin.com.
Twitter: @megjohnbarker.
Daniel Cardosohas a PhD in Communication Sciences, teaches as an Assistant
Professor at the Lusophone University of Humanities and Sciences and as a Guest
Assistant Professor at the FCSH NOVA University. He researches on consensual
non-monogamies, BDSM, gender and sexualities, especially around new media
and cybercultures. His work is available at www.danielscardoso.net.
Boka Enis a university assistant at the University of Vienna, working at the intersections of Gender & Sexuality Studies and Science & Technology Studies. Their
focus lies on marginalised sexualities and intimacies as well as the connections
and tensions between activism, art, and academia. Twitter: @bokaen
David En-Griffithshas recently finished an MA in Gender Studies (with research
methods) and is preparing to begin a PhD next year on the subject of intersections
between non-heterosexual sexual identities and class.
Joanna Iwanowskas an ethicist, doing her PhD at the Institute of Philosophy,
University of Warsaw. Her current academic interests range from the ethics of
closeness and intimacy to the ethics of contemporary advertising. For more information, you can visit Joanna’s professional website: https://joannaiwanowska.
hcommons.org/
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Sina Muscarinais a social*entrepreneur who earned her Master’s degree in Psychology at the University of Vienna. She has assembled a profound understanding
of a variety of alternative lifestyles and alternative sexualities over more than a
decade. sinamuscarina.wordpress.com
Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli, PhD, is a lecturer, researcher and activist through the
School of Health and Social Development, Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia. Her areas are sexual, gender, cultural, family diversity. Her publications include,
“Border Sexualities, Border Families in Schools” exploring bisexuality and polyamory in school communities; and “Women in Relationships with Bisexual Men”.
Nataša Pivec, a Slovenian independent researcher, currently based in Berlin, has a
Ph.D. in sociology of gender from University of Ljubljana. Her main research fields
are gender, Othering and media representations. She has published in several
academic publications, but also runs a feminist sociological website – the Other
matters.
Michael Raab, activist and educator at the educational collective Biko, is certified
cook, social worker and sociologist. His paper outlines intermediate results of his
Ph.D. at the Research Group Work–Gender–Technology at Hamburg University of
Technology. His interests are gender relations, social inequality and history of social movements.
Leehee Rothschildis a PhD candidate in Sociology at the Hebrew University. This
article is based on her MA thesis in Gender Studies. Her current research explores
polyamorous and queer familial structures. She is also a queer activist, one of the
founders of the Israeli polyamorous community.
Jingshu Zhu, a PhD candidate in Law and Anthropology at Leiden University in The
Netherlands. Her research interests include critical feminist legal theories, queer
theories, post-colonialism and kinship studies. She has been active in queer and
polyamory communities, while keeping a critical eye on the politics of inclusion.
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